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McSpedon-

First what do we knowabout, Merci are there any other Board memberswe
expect?

Merci-

Carl (unintelligible).

McSpedon-

Carl is the only one not coming, that’s because of the Board Meeting at 1,
right?

Merci -

Right.
Well, we’ll call the meeting to order. I’d appreciate if some of our
commissionerscould comeup too and participate in this process, because it is
going to be a challenging thing to undertake a negotiated settlement off of the
first contract, but, it mayvery well be and I knownot what you’re going to
present to us today, mayvery well be by fax the best way to go on this
process. So Ed, are you going to have .....

McSpedon -

Yes, Charles is going to do the presentation and basically, what we’re going
to go through with you today is the discussion of the option that exists within
the original contract to Breda for subwaycars for the Red Line. Backwhen
that contract was awarded, it included an option for additional vehicles,
because everyone knewat that time that the Red Line wouldbe extended and
wouldneed morerolling stock in the future and the issue that’s before us now
is whetheror not to exercise that option versus go out and competitively bid
for additional vehicles. So Charles is going to take you through basically what
the provisions of that option are. There has also been changes in the world
since the original contract. The original contract for Segment1 was not
subject to federal provisions. I think there was a waiver obtained for Segment
1 contract, so that the initial order did not need to meet the federal
requirements for U.S. content for domestic assemblyand several other things.
The original contract was with federal money,wasn’t it?

McSpedon-

No, no federal moneywas used. On Segment1, the Agencyat the time, was
allowed to, since we have so muchextra local match, since the project is
overmatchedlocally, it was permissible to separate out certain parts of that
project as local activities which were 100%locally funded. Andthose items
did not therefore, fall under any federal requirements. The vehicle contract
was one of those that was for Segment1 that was funded using local funds
entirely so, therefore, it didn’t need to meet the federal requirements. Onthe
option, we will need to meet those requirements.

Nick, do you rememberthat or whythe philosophy?
Nick -

No, it wasnever discussed at the board level.

McSpedon-

It wasa different time obviously. I suspect that someof it mayhave been the
feeling that the cost could be reduced, the reliability of the cars confidence
level wouldbe higher if they were built in the factory wherethey had built the
first rail line/rail cars. Alan, youwere maybearounda little bit at that time?

Dale -

Yes.

McSpedon-

The staff. Does everybody knowwhothey are? Charles Stark, of course,
Project Manager for Segments 1 and 3 and Alan Dale is Deputy for
Engineering on Segment1 and 3.

Dale -

Contract for Segment 1 first 30 cars was structured by the federal
requirements. With anticipation that in the future option time, it might be
necessary to have somefederal participation.

Nick -

I don’t understand, it’s a contradiction of what you said to me.

McSpedon-

No, it was structured to be that way, but a waiver was gotten for Segment1.
Do you rememberthe reasons why that waiver was sought for Segment1?

Dale -

No, the only thing I can recall that was done was to put a change order
through to allow assemblyin Pistoia instead of the U.S.

McSpedon-

Joel do you have anything?

Sandberg -

For the reasons you said, to ensure the quality of the first delivery becausethe
cars were going to be essential to starting up the line. That’s myrecollection,
wasthe rationale behind it.

McSpedon-

Did we get a credit back by allowing assemblyin Italy, did that result in a
savings?

Sandberg -

Yes, it wastied into somenegotiation of someother changesas I recall. But,
yes there wascredit received for that waiver. I think the other aspect that was
waivedwasthe use of U.S. flagshifts, because we couldn’t find any that could
be shifted below decks.

Warrensford-

In a timely (unintelligible).
Yes Nick, you have a question?

Nick

Kruse

Given the Greenline controversy, fit’s important that they go back and
documentwhat happenedand whybecause these questions that are asked will
be asked again, I gii~te~ you. ~So, instead of going by memory,I think a
file should be developed.
-

McSpedon -

A justification or rationale for the decisions that were made. Howmany
bidders/firms were involved in this process?
That’s part of Charles’ presentation today. He’ll get into that part of it.
Okay,I guess you want to get started. I guess our format is going to be pretty
informal?
Yes, informal.

CWS-

I guess it’s important to knowwhythe waivers were given on the original
contract and it’s just as important to knowthat we don’t intend to give any
waivers on the option. All federal provisions will be complied with. To
begin, we’re here to discuss the potential exercise of the 42 car priced option
on the original Breda Red Line car contract A650. As a little bit of
background,I just wantedto let people knowwhobid in 1988 on the cars to
the SCRTD.Wehad Breda, Mitsui, Bombardier, C. Itoh. Italian, Canadian
and two Japanese firms. Breda was the low. They had a firm fixed price face
of $52,986. Mitsui was second, Bombardier was third and here the prices
started getting pretty high. $67 - $68M.

McSpedon -

Charles, just to clarify, it’s myunderstandingthat wasnot a lowbid contract,
but it was competitive negotiation. AmI correct?

CWS-

Yes, it wasa bid contract.
It was negotiated then.

Warrensford -

Yes.

CWS -

The evaluations were made, including the option prices.
Yousay it was negotiated. It was done and negotiated with a Bafo, howdid
they cometo these figures?

Warrensford -

I’m Bruce Warrensford. I’m a Senior Contract Administrator for Segment3.
Yes, it was a negotiated procurement took over about a year for the
specifications and discussions and the options were included in that negotiation
for Bafo. So the prices were a lot higher than they are showingright now.

These are Bafo prices?
Warrensford -

Yes.

???? -

Wasthis performance driven or spec driven?

Warrensford-

Performance. It was a performance specification.

????-

The way it was put out for an RFP. Then if it was an RFP, (unintelligible)
if wasperformancedriven to accomplishcertain things or specification driven
to say that we have to have these components.

Warrensford -

It was performance.

CWS -

It was performance. The componentswere not specified. It’s a very detailed
technical performance specification. So basically, that just gives you the
history of whowas involved in the process to begin with. At the current time,
wehave .....

Nick -

Excuse me, before then, I thought maybeyou would follow it up. Whatwas
the ultimate price we paid? That’s the key question. Whatdid the car cost
us?

McSpedon -

A650total?

Warrensford -

A650is currently at $54.8 right now. 1.5% increase.

Nick -

In the future, on the chart, let’s add that.
extension date.

MeSpedon -

From$53.9 to almost $54.

CWS-

It started at $53,986,500 and it’s currently $54,802,006, so we’ve had an
increase of about 1.5%.

Nick -

No, you didn’t hear meout. Youhad credits and charges, like the colors.
There
were many things
there.
So again
.....
~

CWS -

That’s in the 1.5%. The total changes are $815,506.

Nick-

But that’s not the true picture of what were the changeorders.

McSpedon -

Well, Nick there were some deducts and some adds.

Put original price and what

CWS-

Yes, that’s history, we can get that. _qhat’s no problem. Wecan get a chart
that outlines it.

McSpedon -

The net $815 plus?

CWS -

Sure.
Yourpoint is Nick, that from the $54Mthere were somecredits, because they
didn’t supply somethings at that time.

Nick -

Or they were manufacturedin Italy. But it’s not representative of the true cost
of the car as a changeorder.

CWS -

These are the final numbersright now. Wedon’t expect these to change. We
have just accepted the last car, so we knowwhat the total exposure is at the
present time.

Nick -

Are you going to address the delays?

Papen -

I’d like to ask a questions about tile wheelwear issue?

CWS-

Sure.

Papen -

If you’ve just accepted the last car and this still hasn’t been resolved, how
would you foresee precluding this issue arising in a reorder or in a an
addition?

CWS -

Wehaveput together, as a result of the wheeland rail wearissue, a task force
which includes RCCpersonnel, MTAoperations personnel, two industry
consultants and the car builder themselves. At the present time, the task force
has gone through all of the particular items the affect the wheel/rail interface
between the rail cars and the cars. Manyof those, in fact, most of those,
involve the track. Things like super elevation, whether or not the gauge has
widenedthe curve, the rail profile, the cars wheelprofile, turning stiffness of
the trucks and the particular grade or the hardness of the wheels. To date,
we’ve had two significant things. Oneis that wehave not seen anything in the
specification that the RTDput out and the ears were purchased with, that
Breda has not met. Wealso have done sufficient testing to feel confident, at
the present time, that there is nothing about the truck, the wheel assembly,
either design or manufacture,that wouldlead to excessive rail or wheelwear.
We’veidentified, with regard to the truck, two specific things that might
impactit. Oneis the wheelgrade that is going to a harder wheelwill decrease
the wear of the’wheels. Andalso the wheel profile, we needed better match
betweenthe profiles of the wheels and the mils so that we don’t get as high a

wear rate as we are currently experiencing.
McSpedon -

So that’s basically the shape of the wheel, is what you’re talking about, which
can be manufactured any shape we want.

CWS-

We’realso looking into the track gauge. The track gauge and the wheel sets
were manufactured through extremely tight tolerances and what we’ve found
is that, while both were constructed to the drawingsthey were meant to have,
in someplaces we havetrackage and wheelsets are a little bit too tight, which
adds to the wear. So at the present time, we’ve gotten a commitmentfrom
Bredathat any of the truck parametersthat affect this wear interface, such as
the wheel grade, the wheel profile and even so far as the truck side bearing
friction, that they wouldbe able to supply us, at no additional cost, whatever
we specify in those areas. So what I’m saying is, whatever the task force
recommendationsrelative to the truck parameters, Breda has agreed to do.

Papen -

Whatyou’re also telling meis that, if I hear you right, the RCCis eating or
assumingall responsibility for wear and tear and you will absorb those costs?

CWS -

Well, the MTAis handling the cost issue.

Papen -

Andhowmanymillion is that going to be over the life of the cars that you
perceive?

CWS-

I don’t think it’s going to be anywherenear in the millions. Thesekind of rail
and wheel wear issues have comeup on most start up properties and until we
get the right profile, we’re going to experience a slightly increased wear
rating. The task forces primary recommendationis to reduce that wear rating
downto an absolute minimum.
This is wherewe’re talking about (unintelligible) dependson our maintenance.
These wheels comeoff and are reground after certain periods of time in the
maintenance process and so howthey’re going to grind that and howthat
configurationis on the site of the rail is one of the things they’re workingon.
Whenthey comethrough, if there isn’t a perfect match with the type of rail
we have and the Wheelcross section, then they gradually comeup with the
best system for grinding it. NowI doubt very muchthat as far as someof the
figures that have been in the press, that weare ever going to, on a four mile
section with have of it in curves, ever experience that same300,000 miles on
wheel. Those kinds of figures come from straight runs generally which
transportation systemsare. This first four mile sections is a eircuitice route.
I don’t knowwhat’s in super elevation, super elevation being whetherone rail
is higher or the other rail is higher on the process, but it wouldbe awfully
difficult for Charles to respond absolutely and specifically right nowto costs
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on ....

I think there is A, B and C wheeltypes, aren’t there?

CWS-

Yes

Kruse -

Andwe went with softest.

McSpedon -

Charles can address that. I think the spec was very broad and allowed.

Nick -

Whospeced it?

CWS -

I don’t knowwho wrote it. The RTDspecked it.. The way you choose the
wheel grade is to consider things like wheelwear and trade that off against
thermal capacity. Becausethese cars have tread brakes and at high speeds, is
putting heat into the wheel, if we use too hard a wheel....

Nick -

I don’t want to get into that. Whowrote the specs?

CWS-

I don’t know.

Nick -

I think that questions should be addressed. I hope somebodymake notes.
Whowrote the s~s_. Also reading the D~ly Newsyesterday, one-~of th-~
possibilities is faulty design for the tracks. That’s what I read. It needs be
addressed.

I don’t knowwhospecked that.

As I say, the task force is actively considering all of the things regarding the
track as well as the cars. Thingssuch as super elevation, the speeds that their
trying to run through that degree of super elevation and whether or not the
gauge needs to be widened.
Nick -

Again, in a general sense, back in the middle 80’s, when the people who
designed the system madethe presentation, they said - we are the best, we are
the biggest, we have been doing it for 100 years and we have resources,
humanresources and financial resources, to put in place tomorrow. So the
fact that there can be a circle, they knewit wasgoing to be a circle, is not an
excuse. So eventually, as far as I’m concerned, MTA
is not going to pick up
the tab. Wepaid top fees and we expect good design. Now,I don’t know.
The task force will tell us whether it’s the person or companywhowrote the
specifications of the wheels or the designer of the track, whoever, I don’t
know, but these are questions that are going to be addressed. But before we
go away,ag~fi, this is llke the delay. Whatit cost us? I knowit cost a trip.
Wepaid a gentlemanto go to Italy to tell themto get off their butt. So there
was a problem with delivery, very serious problems. It went on and on for
months....
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McSpedon -

Nick -

Actually, Breda was given an extension at the time. They were granted
additional time and that becamea problem for us because whenyou slow down
a rail car order, it trickles all the waydownto the subcomponent
suppliers that
are all manufacturesand as soon as they knowthat there’s not a priority on
equipment, it’s very hard to get that momentum
back again. That’s what I
think what you’re referring to is whenwe were out there trying to stoke the
fires and as you know,wedid things like bring in the Miamicars, so wecould
get this open.
WhatI’m saying is these are issues on the table. I’m not expecting an answer
today. _.But, eventually the_~q~uestions have to be answered before a final
.d~_~isi___on is made. The bigger question is howw~- e~l~ the specs for the
GreenCars, with the local content ....

McSpedon-

We’regoing to talk about that today.

CWS-

In any case, we will be asking to authorize an expenditure $8i,282,314
thousand dollars, with a 5% reserve. Normally, a 10% is applied to
construction contracts, but given the fact that this contract has had such a low
change order experience, we are only asking for 5 %. The total expenditure
wouldbe $85,344,330, including the 42 passenger vehicles, 30 of which would
be slated for Segment2. 12 of which wouldbe slated for Segment3 and that
wouldinclude all the other non-repairing costs like spare parts.
Charles we can’t remember those numbers. Howmany cars are we talking
about?

CWS -

42 cars.

Kruse -

Just makea note on the side somewhere.

Nick -

What’sthe price per car?

CWS-

The price per car is approximately $1.65Mper car.

Kruse-

I thought that wasin (unintelligible). I see by the time weget to the bottom
that’s the one we’re talking about. The A650option.

CWS-

Yes, that’s right. Whatwe did on this chart was, naturally whenyou’re faced
with an option especially an award of 42 cars on a base contract of 30, not
only is it more than the UMTA
guideline of 50%, it’s obviously more than
100%,we wanted to find out where we stood relative to other car contracts
that have been purchased in the recent past. So in terms of 1993 dollars we
compared ourselves to the META
Number3 Car, the latest BARTpurchase,
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the P-2000 and finally, the A650option. As you can see, the A650option
escalating these other numbersin 1993, we have a very favorable price on the
table from Breda whichresults in what our consultants estimate to be a total
of $14.5Msavings for the purchase of those 42 cars. Realizing that the
numberof option cars was in excess of the base order, wewent to the Federal
Governmentand asked them to comply a waiver to us which would allow us
to spend federal funds on that and they did respond us in writing approving
awarding of this 42 car option to Breda. The other thing we needed to do
was, in order to get that concurrence by the federal government,we notified
Bredathat they had to put the option fulfill all the federal requirements. Two
specific ones being the shipment of U.S. bottoms and assemblyin the United
States, they have committedto do that. Their U.S. content is going up from
the base car to the option car from 50 to 60%and they have also committed
to the federal government, who handles the DBEcommitmentthrough the
transit vehicles manufacturers program, going from 10.1 to 14.2%. The
delivery schedule that Breda has proposed matchesthe Segment2 needs, which
is the next critical need on the RedLine program,that is to matchthe opening
of the Vermontand Hollywoodleg. With regard to awarding an option ....
Howcritical, Charles, is that? Do we have in the MOS1
car purchase on the
original 35, is it?
CWS-

30 cars. The original will take us to Wilshire and Western. To institute
service on the second leg of Segment2, we do need the additional 32 cars in
that 42 to carry us to the Hollywood and Vine. In terms of vehicle
differences, the minimumnumberof changes possible, you’re not looking to
revise the specification or do a newspecification in order to get the minimum~
numberof changes possible so it will be as muchlike the base contract as
possible. Onemajor difference is that the propulsion system, the ABBgarret
chopper system, whenBreda went out to price this option, ABBdeclined to
supply that. AndI must tell you that no one in the RCCor the Operations
Departmentwas really angry at that because the ABBpropulsion system, both
production and de-buggingprocess took very long. In fact, the major portion
of the Breda delay can be traced to non-availability of propulsion equipment
during the contract. So ABBsaid that they’re not interested in supplying a
propulsion system anymore.It’s behind the times and out of date. Since the
contract was awarded by the RTD, we have ADArequirements we have to
meet, they’re not that extensive on the cars as they are on the stations. I
mentionedthe changes, whatever the task force comesup with regard to wheel
grade profile, truck turning torque, Breda will incorporate and their other
maintainability improvementsthat are asked for by the operations departments
such as the battery tray that gives thembetter access to maintain the batteries
to make sure they have enough water in them and there were a few other
minor changes. So these are the sumtotal of the differences in the car.
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Areyougoin togA_Q~have
anothercar_d~th_at~lists 0_u_rcar purchase,the L.A.Car
purchase, those stipulations on percentages, so we can see what is in this
contract and what isn’t.
CWS-

In terms of ....

Kruse -

The question is going to be answeredbecause we went through that adhoc Car
Committee on the situation. Wecame up with certain evaluations of the
proposals and they gave percentages and obviously, this was not done under
the same negotiated posture. It’s off the same contract, but I think the
question will be asked, howdoes that comparewith a purchase that we just,
because if there is somethingthat we’re not getting, we are going .to be asked
whyweare not getting it and obviously, it will be .....

McSpedon-

The main issue here is the federal requirements. Charles do you have more
on the propulsion or are you going to touch on that anymore?

CWS-

Yes, a little further into the propulsion. With regard to this option, the
decision to be madeis really a go, no go decision. We’vegot a price from the
car builder for a certain configurationwith regard to a lot of things that the P2000 was evaluated on, such as local assembly in LongBeach, with regard to
local DBE’s,they cannot be addressed in the federal contract. The DBEgoals
and even compliance are handled by the federal governmenton a federal car
purchase. Youcannot specify local assembly. U.S. assembly is part of the
federal requirement so they must meet the U.S. assembly requirements and
they are doing that. They’vegot a facility in Harrison, NJ, a U.S. assembly
plant whichwas set up for their production of cars for the WashingtonMetro.
That facility will be used if this is awardedto assemblethe Los AngelesCars.
So real basically, what we’ve done here is evaluated whether or not it’s
advantageousto the Authority to exercise the option, realizing that we don’t
have the same kind of flexibility with regard to local assembly or local
minority business and womenon business that we do on a non-federally funded
contract. So if it’s decided for whatever reason today that the oPtiOnshould
not be made, then we wouldbe forced to go back to redoing the specification
and put this car purchase out on the street with federal requirements rather
than an MTAlocal requirement.
Since it’s probably impossible to do it with local money,I think you just
answered what myquestion was pretty muchon the board. If we have. these
items listed on a board and it said it’s not allowableunder a federal contract,
I think that’s important becauseit’s going to be a lot of people that are going
to deal with this, wespent a lot time on that.

Nick -

But Bob, maybeI was under the erroneous impression, but be as it may, my

impression was the specifications were written in such a wayto complywith
federal guidelines, to skirt the federal guidelines.
To skirt them?
Nick -

Yes, that waswithout using certain terms like local, refuse and other terms.
Are you referring to the P-2000?

McSpedon-

On the Greenline? Local economicis stimulus.
I don’t think that was under the funding, if I’m correct though, that’s not
under federal funding, but it’s under federal regulations on a local purchase,
wasn’t it?

McSpedon -

No, I think what Nick is saying is on the P-2000, in order to encourage local
economic stimulus, we didn’t say local assembly was required, we used an
evaluation factor someimpact on the economyor on the ....

Nick -

Wentaround the federal.

MeSpedon-

That was to handle the fact that we were getting someinput from Washington
saying don’t isolate or put in local requirements. So we tried to tippy toe
around that. Encourageit, but not require it.

Nick -

Whywould that prevent us from doing for this car?

Zuniga -

This one is different Mr. Patsoraus, because it is totally federal. It can’t be
used in a local dollar environmentany longer under the new agreement with
Segment3, they’ve changedall the rules. Youdon’t have that local activity
split anymoreas I understandit.

McSpedon -

Nick’s got a good question. His question is, we sort of danced around it on
the P-2000 and we ended up local assembly. Wedidn’t require it, but we did
enoughto encouragei t that it happenedand the questions is, is it possible to
do anything like that here to maybemakeit happenthis time? I think it needs
a good answer.
Whatwords can we put in to kind of .....

McSpedon-

Is it possible at all. If not, whynot?

CWS -

I have to say that Breda was approached on local assembly. The price that
they quoted to us would have gone up because they already a U.S. assembly
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plant so it wouldhavebeenduplicate to facilities. Theoption certainly exists.
Wecan go over and above federal requirement and ask for local assembly. I
don’t believe wecould force them, but obviously, it’s in their best interest...
McSpedon -

Weneed a thorough look to see ....

Nick -

Howlong is the option?

CWS-

Theoption is until June of next year.

Nick -

(Unintelligible) with regard to bid. Whatdo we lose to go out to bid?

CWS -

Welose the option price and we lose the potential.
Segment 2 opening.

McSpedon -

Joel, do you want to answerthat questions? Whatdo lose if we go out to bid?
It’s going to cost moneyto out the bid in time.

Sandberg -

The big thing we lose is the price advantage. The other thing is, we do risk
time. Wehave enoughtime to do it, but not if we run into any glitches with
the procurementactivities (unintelligible) negotiated procurement.

McSpedon -

The short answer is yes, we can go out to bid.

Nick -

Whythis meeting did not take place six months ago?

McSpedon -

Wehave time to go out to bid. If we decide to go out to bid, we can. It’s
just our sense right now,looking at the alternatives, that it appears this is a
better option for us. That’s basically whywe want ....

CWS -

Our estimate is that if we went out to bid, it wouldcost us approximately
$350,0000 more per car and $14.5Mfor the order.

Nick -

Bredawill bid or will not bid?

CWS-

I have no idea.

Papen -

Youmeanin today’s economy,something is going to cost you 14%more than
it did three years ago.’?

CWS-

No, what I’m saying is that this is the price on the table for Breda right now
to exercise the option and if wego out to bid, weestimate that it will cost the
Authority a total of $2.1Ma car.

Wemaynot make the

Nick -

Howdo you arrive at that?

CWS -

We’vehad a consultant do a market analysis. Wealso knowwhat it would
cost us to redmft the specifications. We’dneed to get a consultant involved
to do the engineeringreviewof the potential in your car builder or newdesign.
We’vegone through an extensive market analysis and a lot of the market
analysis is based on the pricing history right here.
I understandit’s an option, the purpose of the workshop....

Nick -

Have you talked to Morris-Knudsen?

CWS-

I don’t knowif Morris-Knudsenhas been contacted directly.

Nick -

It would seem to mea call, because I tell you, I can see them on our door
step, an option and we shall go through the same, at least a courtesy call, you
can test the temperature. I mean, we have to be very careful. Wedon’t want
the samething; (Unintelligible) Italy and Iapan and the forces are going to
in and the (unintelligible) are going to be.
Whodid the market analysis?

McSpedon -

Whodid that for you? Was it LTK?

CWSSo they very well mayhave madea contact.
CWS -

Theymayhave, that’s true.

????-

Can we get that information to find out whether in fact they did do... AndI
guess, what you’re saying Nick, is that maybethat $1.65Mis a good price,
but on the other hand it maynot be until wemaybe able to look at it.

Nick -

Let’s figure our ownlogic. Wemakea decision based on our best judgement
that this $1.65Moption. The award comes in for MTAto give an option to
Breda with no bidding. Again, we are forced and pay more moneyfor the
Greenline, but we did. Wecannot escape the political realities and you have
Morrison-Knudsenon you door saying, you gave an option, I could make it
for $1.5. What are we saying?

McSpedon-

Back in 1988, all the competitors proposed on the option and we got prices
back then. This was part of the ...

Nick -

Howdo you arrive at that?

CWS -

We’vehad a consultant do a market analysis. Wealso knowwhat it would
cost us to redraft the specifications. We’dneed to get a consultant involved
to do the engineeringreviewof the potential in your car builder or newdesign.
We’vegone through an extensive market analysis and a lot of the market
analysis is based on the pricing history right here.
I understandit’s an option, the purposeof the workshop....

Nick -

Have you talked to Morris-Knudsen?

CWS -

I don’t knowif Morris-Knudsenhas been contacted directly.

Nick -

It would seem to mea call, because I tell you, I can see them on our door
step, an option and weshall go through the same, at least a courtesy call, you
can test the temperature. I mean, we have to be very careful. Wedon’t want
the samething. (Unintelligible) Italy and Japan and the forces are going to
in and the (unintelligible) are going to be.
Whodid the market analysis?

McSpedon -

Whodid that for you? Wasit LTK?

CWS So they very well mayhave madea contact.
CWS-

Theymayhave, that’s true.

????-

Can Weget that information to find out whether in fact they did do... AndI
guess, what you’re saying Nick, is that maybethat $1.65Mis a good price,
but on the other hand it maynot be until we maybe able to look at it.

Nick -

Let’s figure our ownlogic. Wemakea decision based on our best judgement
that this $1.65Moption. The award comesin for MTAto give an option to
Breda with no bidding. Again, we are forced and pay more moneyfor the
Greenline~ but we did. Wecannot escape the political realities and you have
Morrison-Knudsenon you door saying, you gave an option, I could makeit
for $1.5. Whatare we saying?

McSpedon -

Backin 1988, all the competitors proposed on the option and we got prices
back then. This was part of the ...

Nick -

In ’88 we had Bush, and it was a lot of prosperity in this nation and in this
state. Professionally, forget the 1988. I respect this chart. 1988 doesn’t
mean anything to me.
The only purpose of the workshopis to discuss exactly, all of these options
and quite obviously, the final decision, the decision whichwayto go, whether
to take this option or whether to go out is going to apply with the MTA
and
there maybe, as you say, such strong political reasons to want to do that and
weneed to raise every possible question, to have every possible answerready
to comedown. We’re not going to makeany decisions here today, obviously.
I mean,there’s little point until wehave all those answersand that’s whywe
asked and invited all the commissionersto cometo participate in this process
and see the various options that wewere up against.

Nick -

I think it’s very appropriate the Board, you and (unintelligible) maybea formal
invitation to Mords-Knudsenand others. That’s what’s on the table. Nowis
the time to speak or forever hold your peace for 1993, right downto June of
1994.
I think this price you have, Charles, I’m assuming, considering what had to
be different under the federal, this is the best that they’ve agreedto do. Sothe
staff has been through a process of negotiating up until now, I assume you
haven’t been able to report anything to us.

CWS -

No. The danger in just going to somebodyand saying
you to give us a Red L’mecar is it’s going to take
that. I mean, anybody could comein a week and say
million and on that basis, the Authority gives up the
and comesin at $1.9 to $2.1.

Nick -

I don’t think anybodysuggested that, did they? Now,I want to comeback...

CWS-

Howvaluable would it be if MKcame in and said we’ll do it for $1.5M?

Nick -

Andthen there are 13 members,they have to makethat call.
Onething I’ve
probably aren’t
way we want to
have to be able

howmuchwould it cost
them somemonths to do
I could do it for $1.4
$1.650, goes out to bid

observed around here Charles, is that all of the decisions
the wisest ones. But we have the freedom to makethem the
makethem and so that’s what this is going to be and so we
to answer those questions.

Nick -

The $1.65M is a assembled where?

CWS-

Harrison, NJ.

Nick -

Whereas, the others are assembled?

CWS-

In Pistoia, Breda.

Nick -

That’s whyit’s important to break downthe credit they got for assemblingin
Italy and the change orders that we’ve had.

Papen -

Are you telling meit’s impossible to go out for bid and get an evaluation of
those bids prior to the June 94 option expiring.

CWS -

No,not at all.

Sandberg -

If we do a negotiated procurement,it takes longer.

Warrensford -

If webid it.

Nick -

As a commissioner,here is a classic case, whydidn’t we held this workshop.
Ed says we can’t. Wesay we can’t. Weshould have had the workshop six
months ago.
You’reasking two different questions. I think you’re responding to a low bid
and we’re talking about a negotiated bid. So the question is... AndCharles’
response is the time. Wehave specifications right now,Breda specifications,
which they brought forward because we gave certain options to everybodythat
bided before. Now,if we’re going to go out on a negotiated bid, all those
specs have to be written. That whole process has to be done again.

Nick -

Whycan’t we do the same specs?
Wecould, we could go out to the industry and say, here is the Breda car
duplicate it.

McSpedon -

Let me let Joel address this whole issue because he’s got Segment2 and has
the need for the cars.

Sandberg -

Our need is the most urgent on Segment2 as Charles said. In order to meet
the Vermont/Hollywood opening. And, we have been tracking this very
carefully, becausewe’re very interested in being able to capitalize on this price
advantage but, we’ve also been keeping track of when we need to start the
activities with regards to the alternative of going out for newbids and we are
really at the critical point on regarding the alternatives, but, what wecould do
is start the spec preparation that wouldbe necessaryfor that and the idea is to
build on the existing Bredaspec, but, to get it ready for a newbid, I wastold
it wouldtake two to three monthsto get that workcompleted. So what I think
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would be a prudent thing to do, if we’re not comfortable in making the
decision on the option at this time, is authorizing us to proceedwith that spec
preparation, so wecan maintain the option of doing an alternative bid.
Kl-use -

Whatwould you estimate was the cost of doing that?

Sandberg -

Preparing that spec? Alan do you have an idea? It’s not very much.

Dale -

Probablya half million dollars.

Nick -

To do what?
A half million for our consultants to producea spec that they can negotiate ...

McSpedon-

Are you talking about the whole process Alan, to run through ...

Dale -

Just the spec preparation.

Nick -

Wehave a set of specs that we prepare, not Breda. Andwe were just told we
are going to change the propulsion and also ADA.Wehave the specs, we
possess them, it’s our product, we ownthem. So why can’t we modify the
wheel wear and take the package and send it out to bid.

Dale -

I think, the most difficult thing is the assurance of compatibility with the
addition of fleet. Theyhave to run in combinationwith the current vehicles.
So we’vegot to get into a lot of detail in the newspecifications specifying the
train lines, couplers, things that .....

Nick -

Can you get shop drawings?

Dale -

Wehave that information, yes. They’re not called shop drawings, but in this
case, we have the completedetails, yes.

Nick -

I don’t nowanything about trains, but it seems to me, if we incorporate those
drawings, this specifications with guidelines from Bredainstalled on the basic
specs.

Dale -

There’s no question that we can do the job. All I’m saying is that you can’t
take the specifications that we currently have and with minor modifications,
hand them out. There has to be quite a bit of thought put into the
compatibility.

McSpedon -

Becausein 1988 you went out with a general spec because we didn’t care what
we got. Nowwe have cars and the next order has to match up with those cars

exactly.
Warrensford -

Let memakeit clear that the 1988 spec was a performancespec/general spec.
Nowif we go out for the cars, we have to makeit a design spec which we
have to incorporate everything that we’vedone to it and that is going to take
the time.

Nick -

Half a million dollars?

Warrensford -

It probably won’tbecause wehave all the solicitation costs too.

Papen -

Then what you’re telling us is that the MTABoard has no option except to
approve the RCC’srecommendationto exercise the option that you negotiated
in 1988.
We’re not saying that, and the RCChasn’t madeany recommendationat all.
We’rejust listening to...

McSpedon -

I think the staff at the time well knewthat onceyou selected a car builder and
you bought your first 30 cars and you’re going need more cars and you’re
going to workwith that fleet, that your options get limited and that’s probably
one of the reasons whythey included an option in the original contract so that
we could get a good price for moreof those cars later and wouldn’t get stuck.

Nick -

I just got a bright idea. It was not myidea. Wedid it for the P-2000for the
Green Car. Weinvited all the manufacturers and all these questions that are
raised, let the experts tell us. I have moreconfidencein different competitors
speaking than in a half million dollar consultant. I think it’s important, Mr.
Chairman, to establish a workshopidentical what it is the Green Line. All
these things that were raised today to be on the table. Invite all the
manufacturers and then we’ll have a good feeling where we are going.

McSpedon -

But I think you’ll agree, Mr. Patsoraus, that during the Green Line, not
everything we heard from the manufacturers was accurate either. Weheard
a lot of contradictory statements from those car builders about what they could
deliver, howmuchit would cost, howquickly they could deliver, but, it’s
important input.
Whatwe’re saying is, they have said, this is what we’ve negotiated now. We
could bring it up to the RCCBoard and if the RCCsays yes, that’s a good
deal as we evaluate it, we makerecommendationsabout what we want to do.
As far as the timing, it’s probablyquite necessary that we start to parallel a
little bit to handle what might be the position of the MTAwhich mayhave
moreto do with local installation or somethingelse like that. It’s going to be

an additional expenditureof money,whichif it’s a half a million, don’t quote
me on this, isn’t overwhelmingon an $84Mproject. The workshop, as that
progresses, is not untenable. ! knowfrom listening to them that they, each
one, says what fits their MO,so their going to be selling, not necessarily
consulting for us. I’d hate to get downtwo months from now and having
wasted this time not having somethingready to go out if we have. to do that.
If I started working on the spec today, can we have everything completed
where we can makethe decision by July 1994?
Joel, would you start on this, because you’ve been sort of tracking what’s
involvedin this.
Sandberg -

Wehad a presentation made to us a few weeks ago because of our concern
being able to do the option and what we were told is there’s an RFPright now
being issued for a consultant to managethe procurementof this car. Weasked
that they modifythat RFPso that consultant could also do the spec, but that
consultant won’t be on board until December.So the preparation of this spec
can’t startuntil that consultant has been selected and on board. Thenwewere
told three monthsto prepare the spec that that takes it to the end of March.
Thenyou need to give the bidders almost three monthsto respond. So you’re
right by having a July date.

Nick -

But nobody answered my question.

Joel -

To get it straight, nowthis meansthat the Boards; both the RCCBoard and
the MTA
Board have to agree that we’re going to do this car procurement as
a straight bid instead of a negotiating procurement because a negotiated
procurement would take six months from when we advertise at minimum..

Nick -

Ed, I didn’t get an answer. Whydidn’t we have this meeting six months ago?

McSpedon -

Well, numberone, whenthe Red Line openedwhich was just this year the end
of January, that’s nine monthsago, at that time, we had not yet accepted the
full fleet of Breda cars. Wehad no operating experience with those cars. We
felt we did not want to come to you and ask for anymore cars until the
operations departmentsaid to us we’re satisfied with the cars and we want to
buy more of them.
Theyhaven’t said that yet, have they?
Youjust accepted the last of the cars?

Nick -

We’re not asking today whenthe option took over.

McSpedon -

They’vebeen in the negotiations with Breda for monthsto try to get a price
so we could even discuss this.

Nick -

There are manyquestions raised today that I guarantee are not going to be
answefed by November17 at the MTAboard. So the MTAis not going to
makedecision whether or not ....
It will have to comeforward anyway.

McSpedon -

They would like to moveforward and for obvious reasons. To get it going
without giving up any of the schedule float that wecurrently have.

CWS -

This item went to, and I think it was discusbased at the March1, 1993 RCC
Board Meeting. It’s been public knowledge since then that we were
proceeding downthis course.
Wewere negotiating?

McSpedon -

Yes. Wecame in and asked for permission to negotiate.

CWS-

To proceed downthat road. Yes. In their negotiations With subsuppliers,
Breda’s price expire at the end of Novemberso the million six fifty price is
good until the end of that month.

McSpedon -

Although you haven’t asked them to extend it?

CWS -

No. Theywould have to get back to their suppliers.
That’s Novemberof 93.

CWS -

Right here. Right now. This month.

Papen -

Whyis it that you cannot use in-house staff to write the specs. In that team
that has been evaluating the wheelwear and the ADA,the (unintelligible), and
the propulsion problem. Don’t you have people ...

McSpedon -

I wouldexpect you could use existing consultants to get started. Wouldthat
not be ....

Sandberg -

Yes, we just felt that this was significant new work and that we ought to
competeit just like it’s alwaysbeen.
Sometimesthese questions are a little confusing in the process. He responded
before that there are, in another RFP, for someoneto managethis program.

Wehave a firm that has been selected to managethe P-2000. That has been
through the process and the judgementis, we don’t just give that firm. If we
did that, they’d call it a change order and say we just had a 100%growth, so
there’s an RFPout to get another consultant. Nowif we were to decide today
that we need somespecs quick, we can in essence in the change order have
our consultants that are on board answer that. I meango to workand produce
that. That’s LTKI assume. Isn’t that LTK. Who’sdoing P-2000?
MeSpedon -

That’s LTK.Booz Allen ....

Dale -

BoozAllen is doing the procurement managementfor the A650contract which
is the contract that this option applies to. LTKwas only selected as an
independent,if you will, to do someof the dollar evaluation of the anticipated
cost of a reprocurement. Wehave not gone out yet for consulting services in
association with the option or with the connection with the newspec because
until the decision is madewhether to or not to proceed with the option we
don’t knowhowto write the request for proposal for consulting services. This
one set of requirements, if you’re going to prepare a newspec, is just a pure
inspection and monitorcontract if you’re going to exercise the option. So yes,
we have a scope of services ready to present to the Board for permission to
advertise, but, there’s been no action taken to advertise for those services.
Nowthe response to the second half of the question was, whycan’t you do
that with in-house people? As I understand that, an in-house person is in our
employ. So basically, the RCCis just structured in a managementmodeand
we get our technical experience from consultants, so we really don’t have on
staff...

MeSpedon -

Wehave some quite knowledgeable. Alan worked for Kaiser and has been
involved in vehicle specifications for a career. But, his job here is to manage
all the engineering workon the Redline, not to procure a specification...

Nick-

Whatdoes a procurementcontract management
entail, just for myinformation?

McSpedon -

In plant inspection of the manufacturing, do the testing and inspect all the
manufacturerproductionof the componentsin the various factories that overall
managethe schedule and integration of all the vehicles through the acceptance
testing. Basically, like CM,but for a vehicle whichtypically involves people
around the entire world all doing bits and pieces of managingall that. It’s
basically taking it from awardto final acceptance.

Nick -

Again, these are questions, we might not get an answer now, but eventually
they will be answered. Whenwe give credit to Breda to manufacture the
trains in Italy in care of our procurementconsultant and they fly to Italy, was

that cost balancedout?
Well, the staff has comehere to us, with, in essence, their recommendation
that that wouldbe the wise wayto go from their point of view.
Nick -

But Bob,with all due respect, ....
I just said that’s what they’ve been doing Nick. That’s all I’m saying.
They’vejust comein .....
It’s a disservice to us. I don’t buy the theory that I’m going to pay a half
milhondollar consultant to rewrite the specs. I won’t take it at face value.
I meanthere are manyquestions here that we are boxed in now, appears to be
done between now and Thanksgiving.
I don’t understand your commenton, we’re boxedin on a half a million dollar
consultant. Whatis that?

Nick -

Whatis that? I don’t believe that we have to spend a half million dollar
consultant to take the original specifieations, the shop drawingsor whatever
drawingsyou call from Bredathat they gave us that theoretically you can give
to manufacturerto produceit because they give you the nuts and the bolts.

McSpedon-

That needs a closer review, no question about it. I meanAlan, you gave us
a guesstimate. Obviously, we have not asked for a proposal on that because
we’re not to the. point where we ready to go out for a newbid.

Nick -

That’s mypoint.. Youhave not asked for a proposal. Whenare you going to
and where are you going to have all these numbers in place? Half million
here, three there, two hundredthere ....

McSpcdon-

Becausethe original contract had this option in it, it wasanticipated that more
cars would be purchased, we came to the Board .in Marchand said we’d like
to initiate negotiations on the option, address ADA
and all these other things,
and that’s what Charles has been working on.

Nick-

You came to the MTABoard?

McSpedon-

Wecame to the RCCBoard.

John-

This option has been in negotiation since March.

McSpedon-

Somethinglike that. So they’ve been trying to negotiate the best possible deal
wecan get from Breda for an option that meets the .....

John -

Is there any reason to think that they wouldn’t match that in a bid or come
close to it?

McSpedon -

Yes, because we’re starting from a committedprice here that is muchlower
than what the current market wouldindicate.

John -

I guess I’m just kind of wonderingwhywasBreda willing to go with the lower
price than the market?

McSpedon -

They’re required.
Theyalready bid this lower price years and years ago.

John -

So the option is part of the contract?

McSpedon-

It’s our option to exercise, not theirs to decide whetheror not...

Nick -

Andyou mean~if we go out to bid, they’re going to take a chance and bid
muchhigher. If you knowas a business person that you can make it with
$1.65M,you assumethat this is the bottom line, would you take a change on
an $85Mcontract, a lot of changeorders ..... ¯

McSpedon -

I can’t answerthat.

Nick -

I knowI can answer as a businessman. I would put $1.65Min myenvelope.
If we go out to bid, we are go’rag to change a numberof things obviously.
We’regoing to change local assemblyand things like that and so as he said,
it washigher.

McSpedon -

The other thing is Breda knows, for example, .....

Papen -

(unintelligible) as you said earlier about local assemblybecause this totally
federal fundedand you can’t specify that ....
No, but, Nick said that he wanted to see if we couldn’t use the words to
encourage it and Charles responded that whenyou discussed that with them,
what figure did you give per cost per car?

CWS-

Well, the one million six fifty, they did not quote on local assembly.
I knowthat, but I thought you mentionedsomeother figure morethan that if
they had to do it here.

McSpedon -

Because they already have a U.S. assemblysite instead of a second one.
That was the difference betweenItaly and here.

Nick -

Bob, what wouldyou say if these guys are comingto negotiate and I say, you
know,because at this point, I have the pleasure and the luxury to namemyfee
and I say, if you go out of wherevermanufacturer, I will charge you more, it
didn’t cost meanything to say that. But, what does it mean?

CWS-

It’s going to be an incrementalcost. I meanthe fact that wedon’t what it is,
doesn’t changethe fact that it’s going to cost the MTA
Board.

Nick -

How do you know?

CWS-

If the MTA
wants to makethat decision ....

Nick -

Howdo you know?That’s what bids are for. That’s what competition is. If
I’m negotiating an option with you, obviously, I’m going to do that it will cost
you (unintelligible) and then you comewith a number. But then whenI hear
the envelope close and my heart pounds for $85M,I say well, howtough do
I want to be and I tell you if $1.65Mwas the bottomline, that’s what I would
put in.

McSpedon -

But if you knewthat in 1992, $1.96Mwas the low bid...

Nick -

It doesn’t makea difference, if I knowI can producethese trains today, for
$1.65M,that’s what I wouldput in the envelope.

McSpedon -

But, if you knewthat $1.9Mwould get you the job, would you bid $1.65M,
if you could win the job at $1.9.

Nick-

I wouldtake a chance.

McSpedon-

Well,Those are things we don’t know.

Nick-

They’re happy to give you $1.65M. They get a profit there. They’re not
doing a charity.

K/use -

If the judgementis madethat this needs to go out to bid and ultimately we
comeback and it’s more than $1.65M,it probably wasn’t a good judgement.
I meanthat’s what whoever’sgoing to makethat situation is going to makeit.
For whatever reason they want to do it. Now,I sense that the staff says they
think that $1.65Mis whereit is and if we’re going to comeoff of that, then
we have to energize somebody,because I don’t believe you have a biddable

spec right now. Whateverform it’s in is not biddable. Wehave to spend
some more than the $84M- $85Mright now, something more, in order to get
that spec ready to have somebody
tell us to go bid it.
Nick -

Bob, we agree and I didn’t tell you to go out to bid. Did I say that? I’m
saying, all these options with a little of time so we can makeintelligent
decisions, it worksout for the manufacturers to get their expertise. Weonly
have to believe them, but at least learn where we are and then all these
numbers, I raised manyquestions on the table. They’re big boys, there are
thirteen votes; seven votes, we go to bid. Then we have done our duty right
on spring before the public in June. Wegot Breda cars for an option and you
have hoax and the press. This guy, MikeKotches is writing big stories.
Charles, did you have anything else to present in your recommendation?

CWS-

Yes, I think we’vecut downto the bottom line which is that we feel that the
price we got here is a very favorable one. We’vegot a car that we knowat
this point the operations people knowit and knowhowto maintain it. If fits
in with the Segment 2 schedule at the present time. Andwe just have to
understand that there are things wecan’t do with the option that wewere able
to do with the P-2000. So I think now, at the present time, what we woulddo
is present it to the RCCBoard and the MTABoard and let them make a
decision as to whether to proceed downthis road or proceed downanother
road.

John -

Thequestion that I’ve got, I admit I walkedinto this meeting late, this has
been discussed somewhat,but I was just talking to some of the operations
people and they seemreluctant to buy off on this and against the wheel issue
that has been discussed already, they don’t seemsatisfied that all the issues
have been workedout, that there’s somewhatof a guarantee that the problem
has been .....

CWS -

As I mentioned before, we’ve got a task force going which includes members
of all of the Operations Departments and the RCC,two rail consultants and
Breda themselves. The problem at this time, number one, we’ve got an
¯ excessive rate of wear, numbertwo, we’re not spending millions of dollars on
it, producing wheels at a higher rate than normal, but wheels cost less than
$500 each, so we’re not talking millions, we’re talking significant expenseto
the Authority of whichthe task force has as its charge to reduce to an absolute
minimum.So at the present time, I wouldn’t expect anyoneon the task force
or in operations and we at RCCare not satisfied, but as I mentionedearlier in
the meeting, we have not in task forces operations seen anything that indicates
that the designer manufacturerof the car is producingthis problem.

John -

I heard up there manyof these issues as far as length of the car and someof
these other things that might need to be considered.

CWS-

There’s a lot of speculation going on that whenthe task force met, there were
specific areas that they were looking and they were far moreon the track side
of the track. Operating speeds, super elevation, exactly howwe were trying
to operate these cars on the system whenthey were relative to the car itself.
So I would probably say, in another month, you’ll be hearing a log more
positive things from operations people once we’ve got the change to work
through someof the recommendations,get the wheel profile going and watch
the wear.

Nick -

John, is the wheels were the only issue that the operations were concerned or
are there other items?

John -

I think for the most part, I was hearing issues as far the wheelon the track.
That was the majority of the issues I was hearing this morning. But again, at
this point, I’m hearing from themthat they’d rather have that stuff resolved
before we go any further with choosing the car, they’d rather have someplan
to make sure that resolution is going to occur and again, I’m hearing
somethingI guess, there are similarities, but there are definite differences in
what I’m hearing in this meeting. I think it just points up that somewhere,
there must be sometype of internal conflict going on here on this issue.

CWS -

I don’t believe that’s true. At the last task force meetingwe had, I think we
had a very openinterchange of informationand identification of potential items
that woulddeal with the wheel/rail wear issue and I think we’ve had meetings
since then. ! knowthat Ed was in one,

McSpedon -

Yes, I was in one and it seemedliked there was a good professional agreement
as to a path forwardon this.
I assumeof course that negotiated price is public knowledge.It must be, we
have the press in here. There’s nothing secret about it.

CWS-

I don’t believeit waspublic until this .....
But, I’m speaking as of right now. Wehave, I’m rememberingfrom memory,
the 15th of November,I think probablyto try to, there has to be a decision as
to which wayto go. Weeither go quick or we go out. I think that we ought
to, and it’s not on the RCCAgendafor recommendation....

McSpedon -

Not today.
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Ka-L1se -

For the 15th. So I think we should schedule a workshop, invite all these
builders to that before the morningof our 15th meeting and in the meantime
answer as manyquestions as we can, so it’s very specific. So on the 15th we
could makeour recommendationfrom whatever they say and on the 17th, the
MTA
then can give direction. Is that a logical progression do you thi0k Nick,
for what questions have to be answeredhere? It’s kind of a tight span in some
ways.....

Nick -

Bob and Ed, the manufacturers are going to come telling you many, many
things. Andsome are going to be true and some are not and you don’t have
between the morning of the 15th and 12:00p to l:00p whenyou people meet
and then decipher all that so the 17th, the MTA
gets a full picture.
A full picture is nothing other than weeither go wit~ that or you go out to bid.
Whatother options ....

Nick -

I started out this morningwith a numberof questions, I hope somebodyhas
been taking notes so we get an answer. If not, I’m asking these questions the
17th. A lot of questions here and time, costs, change orders, specifications,
you know,the list of questions.
Doyou think that the commissionerswe will comeon the 17th, the 15th?

Nick -

I cannot even speak for mykids.
This is quite an honor, we have three in here. The only thing that I ever
observed was whenwe went on that AdhocCar Committee,- we ran that every
two weeks and a lot of you weren’t on at that time, but, it was greatly
stimulated by an international incident. So people sat and listened to these
things and workedthrough that. But, that was a long process to workthrough.

Nick -

Andwhat’s to prevent that? BecauseI tell you, regardless to ~vhat you and I
do in this room between the 15th and 17th, if it’s not out there, everyone
taking a whackat us early on ....
I think if we go past the middle of November,then we really have to have a
pretty solid spec to be able to go out and bid it and you’re going to have a
comparisonbetween a million six fifty and whatever that bid comesin and I
assume we think, can we go out on a low price bid?

CWS-

Sure

McSpedon-

I wouldthink this might be a likely candidate for a low bid since we’re going

to have a very specific spec anyway,because it’s got to match these cars. I
mean, Charles wouldn’t you agree. This might be a low bid candidate if
we’veever had one for the rail cars.
CWS-

Absolutely.
We’ll schedule a workshop, whether it goes to the MTA,maybe December.

John -

What’s the value to us though Bob. Nick was absolutely correct. For us to
have a workshop the morning of our meeting - whyare we or how are we
going to makea recommendationbased on information provided to us that we
acknowledgeat this point, probably will be inaccurate anyway?
I’m assumingthat we’re going to get a lot of information from staff. I mean,
we can just ask a whole bunch of questions.

John -

Well no...
We’ll have it another time, don’t have it that morning.

McSpedon -

Anotherpossibility might be the 12th whichis a Friday wouldgive us gt least
the weekendand a few days to assimilate something. Wehave a holiday on
Thursday the eleventh.

Papen-

I’d like to recap the $1.6Mprice. Yousay there are changesrequired to meet
the newpropulsion specifications, ADAand the wheelwear issues ....

CWS-

That’s correct.

McSpedon -

Anda few other operational tweaks that they ....

Nick -

Here is the problem, we have task force to determine what’s the problem and
the problem may be the track, the profile, and the wheel and nowwe are
assumingthat the wheel is the problem.

John -

Let meget back to what Nick says. Historically, have the other rail systems
throughout the country like Washington, DC for example, when they
implementedsome of the first stages of their programs, did they experience
some of the same dilemmasthat are facing us today?

McSpedon -

Yes. Try the Blue Line.

John -

And we didn’t want to bring up our problems. We’re looking at that
somewhereelse in the country.
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McSpedon -

It’s a newsystem. Blue Line had a lot of ....

John -

All of a sudden "a wheel wear problem"arose and this is not something that
is newto the industry. So I think that ....

Nick -

I understand that wheelwear is the problem, the question is what causes it?
Wedon’t know.

John -

That’s what I’m saying, we don’t have the answers to the questions as of yet
and I think we’re being a little presumptuousof saying that wehave a wheel
problem and I don’t knowwhythere is so muchdiscussion currently around
the table of a wheel problemper se. Wedon’t have all the answers yet.

McSpedon -

Charles, don’t you feel you knowenough about the problemthat Breda knows
that if it’s going to be somethingthey have to do they basically knowwhat the
list is.

CWS-

Yes. They’vegot it in writing that the things that the task force believes
wouldaffect this problemon the wheelprofile whichis just the shape of it’s
rolling surface. The wheelgrade and possibly wheel gaugethat is the back to
back spacing of the wheels and the side bearing friction and they have told us
that they would modify any of those before production at no cost to the
Authority.

John -

Howabout the size of the wheels? I’ve heard that maybethat might be an
issue.
The diameter?

John -

The diameter.

CWS -

The diameter of the Wheelshave an extremely minor affect on the wheel/rail
are interface. Very minor.

John-

But the diameter on these cars are muchlarger than some other systems?

CWS-

No. It’s slightly larger than WashingtonMetro. It’s exactly the sameas New
YorkCity. It’s not a large wheel. I’m afraid what you’re heating is a lot of
speculation by people whoaren’t as close to it as others. Breda has said that
they will modifythe profile, the wheelgrade and back to back spacing on the
side beatings at no additional cost to both ....

McSpedon -

Charles, just by way of background, came to us. He was the Vice President
for the vehicle program for a large NewYork consultant and he worked for
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General Electric. He’s had a lot of experience in vehicles, so his strength in
his technical backgroundis very muchvehicle related. Todayhe is Project
Manager.
~ohn-

Oneother question if I can, the option price here for the A650car expires at
the end of November,is that correct? Is there a possibility that that could be
extended 90 days.

CWS -

We’ll talk to Breda as soon as weleave this meeting.

McSpedon -

I think to keep our options "open", one is to talk to Bredaabout extension on
the price and the other is to get someinitial things going on the plan B - that
is the bid specs so that wedon’t lose time. Thething that’s the long lead time
is to bid. Withthe option, it’s a pretty quick thing to do, but the biddingtakes
a lot moretime. That’s the one we do not want to not lose time on. "
Howmuchtime, after it’s on the street is logical, if wegive thema spec, not
a performancespec, but our spec? Becausethat meansa lot of engineering on
somebody’spart.

Dale -

I’d like to answer that. I have never seen a single Step bid done in 90 days.
Wealways go out asking for bids within 90 days and I’ve never seen where
wehaven’t had to grant an extension of 30 days, if it’s a detailed specification,
unless it happenedto be a supplier whohad supplied the samething similar to
what NewYorkhas done. So realistically, you’re looking at a very tough job
to hold the contractor or bidder to 90 days from the time we issue the bid.
Thenof course, there’s the evaluation and awardcycle on top of that, plus our
review cycles in preparing the specification wouldhave to be ....

McSpedon -

Isn’t it normal on the vehicles, my experience has been, on any of this
complexequipment, we usually do some sort of an industry review before we
advertise it. Let vendors take a look at our spec, identify whether there
compliantary or somethingthat we could loosen up to allow morecompetition,
that sort of thing?

Dale -

The risk we run is by taldng the current specs with the current performance
requirements amplified only to the extent of getting compatibility, but, with
couplers and acceleration, etc. The rest of the industry is going to perceive
it as nothing but implied to still go with the Breda cars. Washingtonhad an
option with Breda for 100 cars. Theyweren’t too sure that was a good deal,
they went out and bid it. Theydid get competition, but, Breda camein with
a price 10%higher than the option price and they were still the successful
bidder. That’s just past history.

McSpedon -

Howlong ago was that’?.

Dale -

I think in the neighborhoodof three or four years ago.
Well, this in one of the few times around here there’s going to be a very clear
judgementon our decision, what course we take.

McSpedon-

Withthe option you’ll never know,if you go to bid, you’ll definitely know.
But, I think probably, if the RCCwas sitting here with those unit prices over
here and this unit price and the situations up until nowand we hadn’t had an
article in the paper, it wouldbe pretty clear, howthe recommendationwould
probably go forward. Then the decision, which would have political
overtones, would be madeat the MTAafterwards.

John -

Could we get more information on the Washingtonsituation as well.

McSpedon-

Yes. I’ll makesure we do that. That’s the other major subwayorder that
Breda’s had at the sametimeframe as us.
Youmeanparalleling our original...

McSpedon -

Yes. I mean, if you went to the Breda plant over the last three years, you
would see a plant full of L.A. and WashingtonMetro subwaycars.
Is there any other items to comebefore us?

McSpedon -

Yes, we want explain howthe BuyAmericaworks on federal projects, because
it’s different. Thecar builders aren’t required to meet goals on each specific
project. Theyhave to file certificate with the federal governmentthat says for
all of their U.S. work, they will achieve a certain level of minority business
involvements and that’s all we can hold them to is this federal certificate
requirementwhichis different than what we do on our locally funded projects.

Nick -

So theoretically, they don’t have to do anything. IfBreda does other business
in the U.S., they don’t have to comply.

McSpedon -

Yes, this is for vehicle manufacturers, the federal governmentis entering into
this agreement with them, it’s global. It affects their whole U.S. business
rather than each city involved on it’s own.

Anderson -

However,if I’m understanding correctly, if we exercise the option Breda has
committedto a certain percent of domestic content. The question then if we
go out to bid Ed, wouldbe is there a wayto structure language as Nick has
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indicated from P-2000to ensure that we did not end up with domestic content
of zero because that particular builder had done a 100%on someother order
and before we adjourn, I would just like to review where I understood from
the discussion we are, but in the two weeks between nowand November15th
meetingof the RCC,that staff will develop answersto the questions that have
been put on the table today. Someof them having to do with the history of
the Breda order on MOS1. Somehaving to do with questions about what may
be possible if weshould elect to go out to bid and that staff shouldassumethat
the questions have been put on the table as it relates to what are the pros and
cons of going out to bid that not all the questions have been put on the table,
that we need to get a pretty completedescription from staffs point of view of
howwe wouldproceed with the option if the decision were madethat we are
going to go out for competitive bid, not negotiated procurementinstead of
exercising the option. Therefore, wehave at least as completea picture as is
possible to put together from staffs perspective about howwe wouldproceed
if we elected to go competitive bid.
And, mayI suggest in the invitation to the MTA
members,abou~ the workshop
on the 12th or 15th, that a narrative of the issues that were raised on the
following. These are the issues we want to discuss, explain to them what is
at stake...
Whyit’s important, whythere’s a decision tO be madethere ...
McSpedon -

Get their attention.
I wouldalso ask if there’s any public comment,I think I recognizeeverything,
but, here’s your chance if you want...
There being no public comment,we are adjourned.

